Tales From Rainbow Alley: Finders Keepers

All his life, Rory Sanders just wanted please the people he loves and always thought he failed,
until the day Gabriel Stark rescues him from Kanes abusive hands and Rorys own
misconceptions of what it means to be submissive. His search for a way into the world that
lets him live out his need to serve others has left Rory Sanders estranged from his family and
without a lot of friends. When he meets Kane, he thinks his dreams have come true. Those
dreams are shattered when he discovers Kane is less interested in his submission than his total
subjugation and humiliation. Unable to figure out how to please Kane, Rory is left in a
dangerous and humiliating position, bound and helpless in a fetish club where he at last meets
people who understand. Gabriel Stark is not only the private investigator called in to figure
out who Kane is and why he has been abusing submissive men, hes also a professional Dom
and the man of Rorys dreams come to life. It remains to be seen if Gabe can overcome his own
losses and mistakes and be the Dom Rory needs, or if he will let his own past be the ruin of yet
another submissive who needs his help. That Rory is physically, emotionally, and
intellectually everything Gabe has been looking for only makes Gabe more determined not to
get emotionally invested in Rorys recovery. Keeping Rory safe from Kane might be more
than Gabe can manage on his own, and the result of failure could cost the submissive his life.
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